Abstract. The systems of intermediate fissility 132 Ce and 158 Er have been studied experimentally and theoretically in order to investigate the dissipation properties of nuclear matter. Cross sections of fusion-fission and evaporation residues channels together with charged particles multiplicities in both channels, their spectra, angular correlations and mass-energy distribution of fission fragments have been measured. Theoretical analysis has been performed using multi-dimensional stochastic approach with realistic treatment of particle evaporation. The results of analysis show that full one-body or unusually strong two-body dissipation allows to reproduce experimental data. No temperature dependent dissipation was needed.
Introduction
The dissipation properties of nuclear matter are still an attractive subject in experimental and theoretical investigations with heavy-ion reactions. The nuclear friction accompanying fission process reduces the fission rate and causes its delay to reach a stationary value. During last decades many efforts have been undertaken to a precise determination of the fission time scale, the nature of dissipation and its dependence on the temperature and deformation. At issue is whether nuclear dissipation proceeds primarily by means of individual two-body collision (two-body friction [1] ), as the case of ordinary fluids, or by means of nucleons colliding with a moving potential wall (onebody friction [2] ). The estimations given by different authors predict a quite wide range of dissipation strengths and different dependencies on temperature and deformation (see reviews [3, 4] and references therein). The lack of experimental constraints to the model appears to be, in several cases, one of the source of controversial results.
There are no much experimental data for the systems of intermediate fissility (X=0.5-0.6) compared to the heavier ones although they offer several advantages. They are characterized by an evaporation residue (ER) cross section comparable or larger than the fusion-fission (FF) cross section. Consequently, the predictions of the theoretical models can be constrained not only by the observables of fusion-fission channel, as it is in the case of heavy nuclei, but also by the observables of the ER channel. The systems of intermediate fissility, compared to the heavier ones, have a e-mail: nadtochy@na.infn.it also larger charged particle multiplicities, which can be investigated together with neutrons. Therefore, the measurements of the relevant quantities in both channels would allow to put severe constraints on the models predictions.
In 
Experimental setup
The experiment was performed at the Tandem-ALPI complex of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL). We used the 8πLP apparatus [5] to detect light charged particles in coincidence with evaporation residues and fission fragments. The fission fragments were detected in the telescopes of the two most forward rings of the BALL section. Evaporation residues have been detected by means of four Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter modules. In a separate experiment ER cross sections are measured by means of the electrostatic deflector of LNL [6] and fission cross sections are measured with the double-arm time-of-flight spectrometer CORSET [7] at LNL as well. We have measured most of the relevant quantities in the ER and FF channels: proton and α-particle energy spectra and multiplicities, ER and FF cross sections, and parameters of the fission fragment mass-energy distribution.
Model
We used a stochastic approach [4] to model fission process dynamically. The evolution of the compound nucleus shape is modelled as the motion of a Brownian particle. The coordinates of this particle (collective coordinates) describe the shape of the compound nucleus and their evolution has been considered using Langevin equations. In the dynamical calculations we used a {c, h, α} parametrization [8] . The shape parameters c, h, and α have been used to generate the collective coordinates.
The coupled Langevin equations have the form:
where q is the vector of collective coordinates, p is the vector of conjugate momenta, F(q) = V(q) − aT 2 is the Helmholtz free energy, V(q) is the potential energy, m i j (q) ( µ i j = m i j −1 ) is the tensor of inertia, γ i j (q) is the friction tensor. The normalized random variable ξ j (t) is assumed to be a white noise. The strength of the random force θ i j is given by θ ik θ k j = T γ i j . The temperature T has been determined by the Fermi-gas model formula
, where E int is the internal excitation energy of the nucleus, and a is the level-density parameter. The repeated indices in the equations above imply summation over the collective coordinates.
The inertia tensor was calculated by means of the WernerWheeler approximation for incompressible irrotational flow [1] . The potential energy of the nucleus was calculated within the framework of a macroscopic model with finite range of the nuclear forces [9] . In the present analysis we have used one-body dissipation [2] based on the "wall" and "wall-plus-window" formulas with a varied reduction factor k s from "wall" formula, and two-body dissipation [1] with the varied two-body friction constant ν 0 . Evaporation of prescission light particles ( j = n, p, α) along Langevin trajectories was taken into account using a Monte Carlo simulation technique [4] . The partial decay widths of particle emission have been calculated using the statistical code Lilita N97 [10] , which allows to use in the calculations different prescriptions of level density parameter, curvatures of emission barriers, transmission coefficients derived from optical model [11] [12] [13] or fusion systematics [14] . We introduced a deformation dependent emission barriers for description of charged particles emission. Thus, we present in this paper preliminary results for calculations with a deformation dependent emission barriers and with emission barriers taken for a spherical shape independent on deformation of compound nucleus.
Results and discussions

Particle multiplicities, FF and ER cross sections
The cross sections of FF and ER channels together with the mean multiplicities provide quite strong constraints on the input parameters of the dynamical model. The measured characteristics for the compound nuclei 132 Ce and 158 Er are presented in Table 1 together with the results of dynamical calculations for different values of viscosity coefficient and level density parameter.
In the present calculations the statistical model parameters have been varied in order to fit the multiplicities in ER channel, as they are not to a much sensitive to dissipation strength. In order to get the best fit of observables in FF channel the dissipation strength has been varied. In Table 1 we present the results of calculations, which provide the best description of experimental data for the case of one-body and two-body dissipations.
The calculated results for 132 Ce show that the values of α ER will be overestimated changing a from A/6 to A/8. Thus, for the best description of experimental data in the case of one-body dissipation one needs to use k s = 1 and a=A/6. At the same time the value of p ER will be overestimated approximately by 15% and α pre underestimated by 10 % for calculations with spherical emission barriers. In calculations with deformation dependent emission barriers only protons are overestimated by about 2% in ER and FF channels. In the case of two-body dissipation one needs to use unusually strong value of ν 0 ≃ 0.15 ×10 −21 MeV s f m −3 in order to get the best description of the experimental data in agreement with previous findings of Ref. [15] , where the value ν 0 = 0.125 ×10 −21 MeV s f m −3 has been found more suitable for the description of experimental n pre , σ FF , and σ ER values for 200 Pb. Lower values of the dissipation strength (one-body or two-body) will overestimate σ FF in our calculations.
The spectra of protons and α-particles in ER and FF channels for 132 Ce have been also analysed. The calculations with a = A/6 and emission barriers for a spherical shape reproduce well spectra of p ER , α ER , and α pre . However, the p pre experimental spectra have a larger temperature. The angular correlations of p ER and α ER in coincidence with ER are well reproduced in our calculations.
We have obtained similar qualitative behaviour of calculated results by changing the dissipation strength and a for 158 Er as for 132 Ce. Therefore, in Table 1 we present for 158 Er only the best results of calculations performed with full one-body dissipation and a=A/9. We can reproduce prescission particle multiplicities, cross sections of ER and FF channels for 158 Er, but we can not reproduce p ER and α ER varying the parameters of the statistical model. This result shows that it is important to measure and analyse observables from both ER and FF channels.
Fission timescale
The time characteristics of the fission process are important for understanding the fission dynamics. One can better estimate the influence of different effects at different stages of fission process. The calculated fission time distribution for 132 Ce is presented in Fig. 1 for the case of one-body dissipation with k s = 1 and a = A/6. The fission time distribution has one maximum at t particles accompanying fission process. For the 158 Er compound nucleus we have found τ d = 9 zs, t max f = 50 zs, and mean fission time is 850 zs.
In order to illustrate the time characteristics of the evaporation process we show in Fig. 2 the percentual yields of first (Y n1 (t)), second (Y n2 (t)), and third (Y n3 (t)) prescission neutrons as a function of time. The yields for first prescission proton and α-particle are very close to the Y n1 (t). One can see from this figure that Y n1 (t) starts from t=0 and follows to the exponential decrease from maximum at t=0 to 0 at t≃250 zs. Due to reduction of excitation energy after each evaporation step the emission of every next neutron requires a longer time. The maxima for Y n2 (t) and Y n3 (t) are at 100 zs and 900 zs, respectively.
The mass-energy distribution of fission fragments
The mean kinetic energy E K and variances of mass σ M and kinetic energy σ E K distributions for 132 Ce are presented in Table 2 . For comparison with experimental data we have chosen the calculated results, which provide the best agreement with experimental data for the multiplicities in FF and ER channels.
The mass and kinetic energy distributions of fission fragments are presented in Fig. 3 . One can see that the theoretical calculations reproduce quite well the experimental [18] , which does not allow to reproduce the prescission particle multiplicities. Another possible way to improve the theoretical description of the experimental data on σ E K could be the use of another parametrization of compound nucleus shape, which could provide more flexible shapes of compound nucleus during the descend from saddle to scission and, as a result, more variability of E K . The mean kinetic energy E K is better reproduced in the calculations with one-body dissipation than in the calculations with the two-body. The E K values obtained in the calculations with two-body viscosity is lower than the experimental one. This result is in agreement with the previous findings [15] . However, we can not rely on the comparison between theoretical and experimental E K values, as we can not reproduce well the shape of kinetic energy distribution. Therefore, we can not exclude the large two-body dissipation from analysis of E K in the same way as it is done in Ref. [15] .
Conclusions
To summarize the findings of our study, one can conclude that full one-body or unusually strong two-body dissipation allows to reproduce a wide set of observables. The same result has been obtained in Ref. [15] , where a limited number of observables have been analysed for fission of 200 Pb. The experimental data in FF and ER channels could be reproduced with temperature independent dissipation. The fission delay time of 5 and 9 zs has been obtained for 132 Ce and 158 Er, respectively. The experimental data from ER channel have been used as additional constraints on the models predictions. 
